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Manufactured from 100%
Recycled Content

Water-Based Latex Resins

Recycled Packaging

The Proof is in the Performance

The polyester in SSS EarthCare pads 
comes from post consumer and industrial 
recycled waste.

No phenol-formaldehyde resins are used 
in the binding process.

All of our shipping cartons contain at least 
45% recycled materials.

For stripping, cleaning, polishing or 
burnishing, we have the pad. Only top 
quality materials go into our pads which 
result in top performance.

Just 12 two-liter bottles make 
a case of five 20” floor pads.

PT 2000 XHD Stripping Pad
For the heaviest duty stripping tasks. Extra heavy denier �ber, more abrasive grit and 
more open weave make this the ultimate stripping pad. Use on machines up to 
350 RPM.

Super Strip 500 Black Floor Pad
Extra aggressive for the toughest stripping jobs. Use on machines up to 350 RPM.

Eco 1000 Maroon Strip-Prep Pad
Designed for fast, e�cient �oor �nish removal without the use of harsh chemicals. 
Dense blend of synthetic �ber & heavy concentration of abrasive grit. Also ideal for 
repairing �oors before recoating. Use on machines up to 350 RPM.

Pink Ninja Auto Scrub Cleaning Floor Pad
Aggressive cleaning pad to use with auto scrubbers. Removes light dirt and scu� 
marks. Highly resilient for prolonged use. Use on machines up to 1000 RPM.

PT 3000 XL UHS Maintenance Floor Pad
For burnishing soft �oor �nishes. May be used on a daily basis. Ideally suited for top 
dressing highly polished �oors. Use on machines up to 3000 RPM.

Beige UHS Polythermal Floor Pad
For thermal bu�ng and burnishing. Ideal for frequent burnishing on soft to medium
�nishes. Use on machines up to 3000 RPM.

Champagne UHS Burnishing
For polishing or burnishing soft to medium �nishes. This pad contains a combination 
of �ne polyester �bers and rubberized binders, which promote an ultra high gloss 
�nish. Use on machines up to 3000 RPM.

Aqua UHS Burnishing Floor Pad
Ideal for frequent burnishing. Recommended for soft to medium �nishes. Use on 
machines up to 3000 RPM.

Rejuvenator Remover/Restorer UHS Floor Pad
This pad has been designed for daily burnishing on soft to medium hard �nishes. 
Removes black heel or scu� marks. It restores a high gloss shine without scratching 
or deteriorating the �nish. Use on machines up to 3000 RPM.

Maroon Dry Prep Conditioning Floor Pad
Specially designed to create a very �ne cut pattern between coats on cured urethane 
�nish, especially water based urethanes.

Natural Lite UHS Burnish Floor Pad
Blended polyester and natural �bers. For frequent burnishing on medium �nishes. 
Use on machines up to 3000 RPM.

Natural Poly UHS Floor Pad
Ideal for frequent burnishing on medium to hard �nishes. Use on machines up to 
3000 RPM.

Natural Fiber UHS Burnish Floor Pad
This pad contains a high content of natural �bers. Ideal for minimal burnishing on 
hard �nishes. Use on machines up to 3000 RPM.

Natural Extreme UHS Floor Pad
For ultimate results when burnishing the hardest �nishes. Blend of natural �ber and 
polyester with the majority natural �ber. This pad provides the optimum “wet look” 
�nish. Use on machines up to 3000 RPM.

Standard Floor Pads
Available in Black Stripping, Brown Stripping, Green Scrubbing, Blue Cleaning, 
Red Spray Bu�, White High Lustre Polishing and Tan Bu�-Polish.

Twister Floor Pads
Twister pads contain billions of microscopic diamonds which clean and polish �oors 
mechanically instead of using chemicals. Can be used on most common �oor surfaces 
such as terrazzo, natural stone, and concrete.  Use on machines up to 3000 RMP.

Hand and Utility Pads
Hand Pads 6” x 9” Available in: Light, Medium, Heavy and X-Heavy Duty. Utility Pads 
4½” x 10” Available in: Light, Medium, Heavy, X-Heavy Duty and Eco 1000 Maroon.


